In this paper, we present a clustering experiment directed at the acquisition of semantic classes for adjectives in Catalan, using only shallow distributional features.
Introduction
The main hypothesis underlying the tasks in Lexical Acquisition is that it is possible to infer lexical properties from distributional evidence, taken as a generalisation of a word's linguistic behaviour in corpora. The need for the automatic acquisition of lexical information arised from the so-called "lexical bottleneck" in NLP systems: no matter whether symbolic or statistical, all systems need more and more lexical information in order to be able to predict a word's behaviour, and this information is very hard and costly to encode manually.
In recent research in the field, the main effort has been to infer semantic classes for verbs, in English (Stevenson et al., 1999) and German (Schulte im Walde and Brew, 2002) . In this paper, we concentrate on adjectives, which have received less attention (see though Hatzivassiloglou and McKeown (1993) and Lapata (2001) ). Our aim is to establish semantic classes for adjectives in Catalan by means of clustering, using only shallow syntactic evidence. We compare the results with a set of adjectives classified by human judges according to semantic characteristics. Thus, we intend to induce semantic properties from syntactic distribution. We now justify each of the choices: why adjectives, why clustering, and why shallow features.
Adjectives are predicates, equivalent to verbs when appearing in predicative environments. A broad semantic classification like the one we propose is a first step for characterising their meaning and argument structure. In their modifying function, they are crucial in restricting the referents of NPs. A good characterisation of their semantics can help identify referents in a given (con)text in dialogbased tasks, Question Answering systems, or even advanced Information Extraction tasks.
We believe clustering, an unsupervised technique, to be particularly well suited for our task because there is no well-established classification we can rely on, so that data exploration is advisable for our task. In clustering, objects are grouped together according to their feature value distribution, not to a predefined classification (as is the case when using supervised techniques), so that we achieve a better guarantee that we are learning a structure already present in the data.
Although adjectives are predicates, they have a much more limited distribution than verbs, and do not present long-distance dependencies. Therefore, we expect that shallow distributional features will be enough for our task. One of the purposes of the paper is to test whether this hypothesis is right. This would make adjective classification achievable for languages with less available resources than English, such as Catalan.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces the classification we are aiming at and the hypotheses that led to the experiments; Section 3 focuses on the methodology used to produce the classification; in Section 4 we discuss the results obtained so far; finally, Section 5 contains some conclusions and proposals for further work.
Classification and Hypothesis
As mentioned above, the semantic classification of adjectives is not settled in theoretical linguistics. Much research in formal semantics has focused on relatively minor classes (see Hamann (1991) for an overview), which causes coverage problems for NLP systems. Standard descriptive grammars do propose broad-coverage classifications (see Picallo (2002) for Catalan), but these usually mix morphological, syntactic and semantic criteria. We therefore turned to classifications tailored for NLP systems, and defined two parameters largely inspired by Raskin and Nirenburg (1995) : unary or binary adjectives, according to whether they have one or two arguments.
basic, object or event adjectives, according to whether they denote non-decomposable properties, or it can be postulated that they have an object or event component in their meaning.
This classification was originally devised for systems using an external ontology (so that semantic representations are directly linked to concepts in the ontology), but it is also suitable for broader settings, as we argue in the rest of the Section. We now turn to briefly present the syntax of adjectives in Catalan and discuss the parameters in more detail.
Syntax
The default function of the adjective in Catalan is that of modifying a noun; the default position is the postnominal one (about 66% of adjective tokens in the corpus used for the experiments modify nouns postnominally). However, some adjectives can appear prenominally, mainly when used non-restrictively (so-called "epithets"; 26% of the tokens occur in prenominal position).
The other main function of the adjective is that of predicate in a copular sentence (6% of the tokens). Other predicative contexts, such as adjunct predicates, are much less frequent (approx. 1% of the adjectives in the corpus). 
Unary vs. binary
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). Thus, unary adjectives denote properties and binary adjectives denote relations.
From a linguistic point of view, we expect binary adjectives to co-occur with postponed prepositions with a significant higher frequency than unary ones. Similarly, because of the heaviness of the PP, we expect them to frequently occur in predicative constructions, that is, after a verb.
The arity is a basic parameter for the semantic characterisation of any predicate. It is useful for low-level tasks such as parsing (e.g. for PP-attachment ambiguity within NPs), but also for tasks oriented to semantics, such as the extraction of relationships between individuals or concepts. 1 We expect object adjectives to have a rigid position, right after a noun (in Catalan). Any other modifiers or complements (PPs, other adjectives, etc.) will occur after the object adjective. This restriction also implies that they will have very low frequencies for predicative positions.
Event adjectives, on the contrary, appear most naturally in predicative environments. This is probably due to the fact that most of them are deverbal and thus inherit part of the verbal argument structure. Thus, they tend to form larger constituents that are mostly placed in predicative position. For the same reason, they will appear in postnominal position when acting as modifiers.
As for basic adjectives, most of them can be used nonrestrictively, so that they will appear both postnominally and prenominally. In addition, there is no restriction keeping them from appearing in predicative constructions. When combined with other kinds of adjectives, mainly object adjectives, they will appear at the peripheria (anàlisi política seriosa, 'serious political analysis').
This parameter can again be used for basic tasks such as POS-tagging: Adjective-noun ambiguity is notoriously the most difficult one to solve, and the ordering restrictions on the classes of adjectives can help to reduce it. However, it is most useful for semantic tasks. For instance, object adjectives can evoke arguments when combined with predicative nouns (presidential visit -a president visits X). For projects such as FrameNet (Baker et al., 1998) , these kinds of relationships could be automatically extracted if information on the class were available. The same applies to event adjectives, this time being predicates (flipping coin -a coin flips).
Morphology vs. syntax
It could seem that the semantic classes established for the second parameter amount to morphological classes: not derived (basic adjectives), denominal (object adjectives), and deverbal (event adjectives). However, although there is indeed a certain correlation between morphological class and semantic class, we claim that morphology is not sufficient for a reliable classification because it is by no means a one-to-one relationship.
There are denominal adjectives which are basic, depending on the suffix (e.g. -ós as in vergonyós, 'shy') and on whether they have developed a different meaning than the etymological one, such as marginal, 'marginal', which has come to be used as synonymous to 'rare, outsider-like'. Conversely, some object adjectives are not synchronically denominal, such as botànic, 'botanical'. The same happens with event as opposed to deverbal adjectives: a deverbal adjective such as amable (lit. 'suitable to be loved', has derived to 'kind, friendly') has now a basic meaning (we have not found any non-deverbal adjective to have an event-type denotation).
Our hypothesis, which will be tested on Section 4.3, is that syntax is more reliable than morphology as a basis for semantic classification. The intuition behind this hypothesis is that if a certain suffix forms basic adjectives, they will behave like ordinary basic adjectives; similarly, if a derived adjective has undergone semantic change and as a result has shifted class, it will also behave like an ordinary adjective of the target class.
Methodology
We used a 16.5 million word Catalan corpus, semiautomatically morphologically tagged and handcorrected (Rafel, 1994) . The corpus contains modern written samples ) from most topics and genres. We selected all adjectives in the corpus with more than 50 occurences (2283 lemmata), including some gerunds and participles with a predominant modifying function (for more details on the selection criteria, cf. Sanromà (2003) ).
In all the experiments, we clustered the whole set of 2283 adjectives, as the set of objects alters the vector space and thus the classification results. We therefore clustered always the same set and chose different subsets of the data in the evaluation and testing phases in order to analyse the results. In the evaluation phase we used a manually classified subset of 100 adjectives (tuning subset from now on). Two judges classified them along the two parameters explained in Section 2 and their judgements were merged by one of the authors of the paper. In the testing phase, we used a different subset with 80 adjectives as Gold Standard against which we could compare the clustering results (see Section 3.2 for details on the manual annotation process).
Feature representation
Although we already had some hypotheses with respect to what features could be relevant, as discussed in Section 2, we wanted to proceed as empirically as possible. Recall also from the Introduction that we wanted to restrict ourselves to shallow distributional features. For both reasons, we modelled the data in terms of blind n-gram distribution and then selected the features.
The lemmata were modelled using pairs of bigrams: in a 4-word window (three to the left and one to the right of the adjective), the first two tags formed a feature and the second two tags another feature. They were encoded separately due to sparse data considerations. This window should be enough for the kind of information we gather, because of the locality of the relationships which most adjectives establish with their arguments (see Section 2).
We subsumed the information in the original morphological tags in order to have the minimal number of categories needed for our task, listed in Table 1 . 2 In order to further reduce the number of features in a linguistically principled way, we took phrase boundaries into account: All words beyond a POS considered to be a phrase boundary marker (see Table 1) were assigned the tag empty.
Examples 1 and 2 show the representation that would be obtained for two imaginary English sen-tences (target adjective in bold face, word window in italics; negative numbers indicate positions to the left, positive ones positions to the right):
1. He says that the red ball is the one on the left.
-3ey-2cd, -1dd+1cn. 2. Hey, this teacher is jealous of Mary! -3ey-2ey, -1ve+1pe.
The representation for sentence 1 states that the first element of the 5-gram (-3; third word to the left of the adjective) is empty (because the second element is a phrase boundary marker), that the second element is a clause delimiter (conjunction that), the third one (-1; word preceding the adjective) is a definite determiner, and the fourth one (+1; word following the adjective) is a common noun.
This representation schema produced a total of 240 different feature (bigram) types, 164 of which had a prior probability 0.001 and were discarded. In order to choose the most adequate features for each of the parameters (that is, features that allowed us to distinguish unary from binary adjectives, on the one hand, and basic from event and from object adjectives, on the other), we checked the distributions of their values in the tuning subset. Features were chosen if they had different distributions in the different classes of each parameter and they made linguistic sense. We found that both criteria usually agreed, so that the selected features are consistent with the predictions made in Section 2, as will be discussed in Section 4. An alternative, more objective selection method would be to perform ANOVA, which we plan to test in the near future.
Gold Standard
Recall that we could not use any previously wellestablished classification. We therefore built our own Gold Standard, as has been mentioned at the beginning of this section.
The 80 lemmata were independently annotated by three human judges (PhD students in Computational Linguistics, two of which had done research on adjectives), who had to classify each adjective as either unary or binary, on the one hand, and either basic, event or object-denoting, on the other. They received instructions which referred only to semantic characteristics, not to the expected syntactic behaviour. For example, "check whether the state denoted by the adjective is necessarily related to a previous or simultaneous event". In addition, they were provided with (the same randomly chosen) 18 examples from the corpus for each of the adjectives to be tagged.
The judges were allowed to assign a lemma to a second category in case of polysemy (e.g. econòmic has an object meaning, 'economic', and a basic one, 'cheap', less frequent in the corpus). However, the agreement scores for polysemy judgments were not significant at all. We cannot perform any analysis on the clustering results with respect to polysemy until reliable scores are obtained. 3 We therefore ignored polysemy judgements and considered only the main (first) class assigned by each judge for all subsequent analyses.
The three classifications were again merged by one of the authors of the paper into a single Gold Standard set (GS from now on). The agreement of the judges amongst themselves and with the GS with respect to the main class of each adjective can be found in Tables 2 and 3 Table 3 : Agreement for the basic/event/object parameter: inter-judge (J1, J2, J3), and with GS As can be seen, the agreement among judges is remarkably high for a lexical semantics task: All but one values of the kappa statistics are above 0.6 (+/-0.13 for a 95% confidence interval). The lowest agreement scores are those of J2, the only judge who had not done research on adjectives. This suggests that this judge is an outsider and that the level of expertise needed for humans to perform this kind of classification is quite high. However, there are too few data for this suspicion to be statistically testable. Landis and Koch (1977) consider values 0.61 to indicate a substancious agreement, whereas Carletta (1996) says that 0.67 0.8 allows just "tentative conclusions to be drawn". Merlo and Stevenson (2001) report inter-judge values of 0.53 to 0.66 for a task we consider to be comparable to ours, that of classifying verbs into unergative, unaccusative and object-drop, and argue that Carletta's "is too stringent a scale for our task, which is qualitatively quite different from content analysis" (Merlo and Stevenson, 2001, 396) .
The results reported in Tables 2 and 3 are significantly higher tan those of Merlo and Stevenson (2001) . Although they are still not all above 0.8, as would be desirable according to Carletta, we consider them to be strong enough to back up both the classification and the feasibility of the task by humans. Thus, we will use GS as the reference for clustering analysis.
Results
The experiments were performed using CLUTO, 4 a free clustering toolkit. We tested the several clustering approaches available in the tool: two hierarchical and one flat algorithm, one of them agglomerative and the other two partitional, with several criterion functions, always using the cosine distance measure. Two different combinations of features and feature normalisations were tested for each parameter. The best result was obtained with the k-means algorithm and the parameters listed in Table 4 . However, the results were quite robust through all parametrisations. 5 un, bin bas, ev, obj number of clusters 2 3 number of features 10 32 feature normalisation none " ! $ #% ' & ) ( 1 0 2 3 4 ! 5 (   Table 4 : Parameters for the clustering solutions. Figure 1 depicts the clustering solution for the unary/binary parameter. The agreement between GS and this clustering solution resulted in 0.97% and =0.87 ( ranging from 0.67 to 0.89 with human judges), thus fully comparable to the interjudge agreement.
Unary vs. binary
As can be seen in Figure 1 , all binary adjectives are together in cluster 1, while most unary ones are
was divided by the prior probability of the feature 7 9 8 A @ $ B I H , so that the distance from the expected percentage, rather than the percentage value as such, was obtained. in cluster 0 (only 2 unary adjectives were misclassified as binary). The clustering clearly recognizes a majority of objects bearing no complement and a minority having a regular complement. This parameter, then, is quite easy and reliable to obtain. Indeed, the most relevant features for each cluster matched very closely the hypotheses discussed in Section 2. They are depicted in Table 5 .
cl high values low values 0 -1cn+1co, -1cn+1cd -1aj+1pe, -1ve+1pe 1 -1ve+1pe, -1co+1pe -1cn+1aj Table 5 : Unary/binary: most relevant features (represented as in examples 1 and 2).
Objects in cluster 1, corresponding to binary adjectives, have high values for most of the features containing a preposition after the adjective (observe +1pe, 'preposition to the right'). Objects in cluster 0 (unary adjectives), symmetrically, have low values for these features, and high values for the default adjective position in Catalan (directly postnominal: -1cn). The behaviour of the objects in cluster 0 (the biggest cluster by far) presents more cohesion than that of the objects in cluster 1, which have a medium mean value for most features. That is, binary adjectives do not have low values in those features that characterize unary ones, but still significantly lower. Figure 2 depicts the clustering solution for the basic/event/object parameter.
Basic vs. event vs. object
The agreement between the GS and the clustering solution was much lower than for the unary/binary ranging from 0.51 to 0.57 with human judges). Our diagnosis is that this is due to the lack of syntactic homogeneity of the event-adjective class, which migh be due to a wrong characterisation of the class.
As can be seen in Figure 2 , while object adjectives are all in cluster 0 and basic adjectives are concentrated in cluster 2, event adjectives are scattered through clusters 1 and 2. In fact, cluster 1 contains seven out of the eight binary adjectives in GS, and only four unary ones. It seems, then, that what is being spotted in cluster 1 are again binary, rather than event, adjectives. If we look at the morphological type, it turns out that six out of seven event adjectives in cluster 1 (against three out of seven in cluster 2) are participles. A tentative conclusion we can draw is that participles and other kinds of deverbal adjectives do not behave alike; moreover, it seems that other kinds of deverbal adjectives behave quite similarly to basic adjectives.
It should be remarked, however, that although event adjectives do not form a homogeneous class with respect to the features used, basic and object adjectives are quite clearly distinguished from each other in the clustering solution.
As for the features that were most relevant for each cluster, listed in Table 6 , they confirm the analysis just made and again match the hypotheses discussed in Section 2.
Lemmata in cluster 0 (object adjectives) have high values for the expected "rigid" position, right after the noun (-1cn) and before any other adjective cl high values low values 0 -1cn+1aj, -1cn+1ve -1ve+1pe, -1ve+1dd 1 -1ve+1pe, -1cd+1pe -1cn+1aj, -1co+1cn 2 -1co+1cd, -1co+1co -1aj+1pe, -1cn+1aj Table 6 : Basic/event/object: most relevant features (represented as in examples 1 and 2 above).
(+1aj). They are further characterised by not occuring as predicates (low value for -1ve). As for objects in cluster 1, their features are very similar to the binary cluster 1 above. Finally, cluster 2 (basic adjectives) presents the predicted flexibility: its adjectives occur in coordinating constructions (-1co, +1co) and appear further from the head noun than other adjectives (low value for -1cn+1aj).
What about morphology?
One of the hypotheses we wanted to test, as stated in Section 2.4, is that syntactic information is more reliable than morphological information in order to establish semantic classes for adjectives. We therefore expect agreement between the clustering solution and GS to be higher than the agreement with a classification based on morphological class. From the manual annotation in Sanromà (2003) , we mapped the classes as in Table 7 , following the discussion in Section 2. 6 morph sem not derived basic denominal object deverbal event participle event Table 7 : Mapping from morphology to semantics.
The agreement between this classification and the GS was 0.65% and =0.49, much lower than the agreement between clustering and GS reported above (0.73% and 0.56). Actually, 13 out of 35 denominal adjectives, 7 out of 13 deverbal adjectives and 5 out of 15 participles were considered to be basic in the GS. Most of these mismatches are caused by changes in meaning (e.g. mecànic, 'mechanical' does not only mean 'related to mechanics', but 'monotone'). The morphological mapping works best for nonderived adjectives: 14 out of 16 were basic in denotation (the remaining two were classified as object). Thus, our hypothesis seems to be backed up by the data available.
Conclusions and future work
In this paper we have pursued a line of research that seeks to induce semantic classes for adjectives from distributional evidence. Our current results indicate that it is possible, at least for Catalan. We believe that the approach could be straightforwardly extended to other Indoeuropean languages, such as Spanish, German or English.
The resulting clusters largely correspond to the targeted classes in both parameters: unary vs. binary on the one hand, and basic-property vs. eventcomponent vs. object-component on the other. This is a remarkable result considering (a) that the human judges based their decisions on semantic criteria, whereas the features used corresponded to shallow distributional evidence, and (b) that we used an unsupervised technique. We have shown that for a part of speech with a limited syntactic distribution such as adjectives, this kind of information is enough to achieve a broad semantic classification.
Our results also indicate that a semantic classification based on syntactic distribution is superior to one based on morphological class, mostly due to cases where the adjective has undergone diachronic change in meaning.
However, there is a class that is not well identified: event adjectives. The clustering only identifies those that are binary, thus simply overlapping with the first parameter. The remaining event adjectives seem to behave like basic ones. Therefore, the first task in future work will be to review the definition and characterisation of this class. Also, as the present analysis is based on a small sample of manually annotated adjectives, we intend to obtain a larger Gold Standard, in order to establish statistically more reliable results. This will also allow further analysis of the data, e.g. to check to what extent errors in the clustering results correspond to disagreement between human judges; or how far from the centroid are objects for which judges disagree. Further experiments with alternative modelling strategies and clustering algorithms should be also performed, so that a global analysis of the approach can be made.
We would also like to investigate what are the limits of adjective classification using only shallow distributional features, and what kinds of information would be adequate to enrich the modelling. Last but not least, we have to work on the definition of polysemy within our task, so that we can achieve significant agreement scores among judges and integrate this parameter in the experiment.
